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1 Introduction001

1.1 Background002

With significant advances in the field of deep learn-003

ing, large language models (LLM) were used to004

solve complicated Natural Language Processing005

(NLP) tasks like natural language understanding006

and natural language generation. Recently, Ope-007

nAI published its newest conversational AI model008

named ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022). With its incred-009

ible power to generate text under various topics,010

ChatGPT ignited heated discussion within the NLP011

community as well as the whole public. People012

involved in different fields began to test the per-013

formance of ChatGPT with their domain-specific014

questions. And the model handled most of the ques-015

tions astonishingly well (Jiao et al., 2023; Biswas,016

2023; Dowling and Lucey, 2023).017

AI-based natural language text generation is not018

a newly emerged task. The initial idea of text gen-019

eration dates back to 1990 when Elman proposed020

a recurrent neural network (RNN) to generate lan-021

guage (Elman, 1990). Later models including Gen-022

erative Pre-trained Transformers (GPT) were built023

on the foundation of similar works. Upon now,024

these large language models already can generate025

sophisticated natural language text with clear logic.026

Despite the commendable performance, con-027

cerns were raised by researchers regarding the us-028

age of ChatGPT as well as the ethics behind it.029

One major concern is that ChatGPT might unreal-030

istically improve students’ performance in online031

exams (Susnjak, 2022). It’s argued that ChatGPT032

could generate highly realistic text with minimal033

input, making it a potential threat to the integrity034

of online exams, which may influence the fairness035

of the exams. More generally, there are ethical036

problems that consistently exist in LLMs, which037

apply to ChatGPT as well. Due to biases hidden in038

the training dataset, it’s argued that ChatGPT has039

certain ethical risks (Zhuo et al., 2023).040

1.2 Project Goals 041

As mentioned above, with the rising fluency and 042

factual knowledge of large language models, many 043

schools have banned ChatGPT from school net- 044

works and devices over concerns about students’ 045

potential cheating. In this project, we intend to 046

investigate the ChatGPT model and propose a 047

machine-generated text detector for the GPT-3.5 048

model. The project goal is composed of three parts: 049

(1) explore statistical information of machine- 050

generated text (word frequency, text length, or 051

even sentence structure); (2) build the discrimi- 052

nator model on a mixture of machine-generated 053

text and human-written text; (3) propose data aug- 054

mentation methods to downstream tasks like Q&A 055

systems or text completion based on the analy- 056

sis of the obtained discriminator and visualize the 057

weights/attention. 058

To reach our project goal, we construct a BERT- 059

based classifier and an improved TF-IDF classi- 060

fier to classify a given corpus into two classes: 061

machine-generated text and human-written text. 062

The model is first trained on the HC3 dataset and 063

some similar datasets, which contains Q&A pairs 064

both from human and machine. We then contin- 065

uously fine-tune the dataset by taking out easily 066

recognized patterns or words or statistical informa- 067

tion. We hope by this data argumentation step, the 068

dataset will be able to train more robust discrimi- 069

nators. 070

As the discriminator model will learn the pat- 071

terns of machine-generated text, it will be helpful 072

for schools to identify those effortless work and 073

appeal to parents to pay attention to their children’s 074

academic performance. As for the NLP community, 075

all the tasks will contribute to understanding the 076

machine-generated text and arouse ethical concerns 077

about the power of AI. 078
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2 Data079

2.1 Dataset080

Regarding the ChatGPT data set, the most recent081

GPT-3.5 API imposes an upper limit on the fre-082

quency and amount of text generation, so we are083

going to use the Human vs. ChatGPT Comparison084

Corpus (HC3) published by Guo et al. (2023) under085

CC BY-SA 4.0 license, MGTBench published by086

He et al. (2023) under MIT license, and two similar087

open dataset ChatGPT-RetrieveQA by Askari et al.088

(2023) and GPT-Wiki by Aaditya Bhat (2023), al-089

lowing us to use, adapt and share the data set under090

the same license. The Tbl. 2 below provides basic091

information for each dataset.092

The motivation for Guo et al. (2023) to build093

this data set was to study the features of ChatGPT094

responses, the differences and gaps from human ex-095

perts, and future directions for LLMs. In contrast,096

we focus more on machine-generated text detec-097

tion and data augmentation. The intention for He098

et al. (2023) is to present a benchmark for detecting099

machine-generated text. It re-examines six metric-100

based methods including log rank and entropy and101

some model-based models like OpenAI detector.102

In Tbl. 2, we list the basic information of the103

dataset including the number of human text and the104

number of machine-generated text.

Dataset Human Text Machine Text
SQuAD1 1000 1000

TruthfulQA 817 817
NarrativeQA 2000 1000

HC3 58546 26885
RetrieveQA 58546 26885
GPT-Wiki 150000 150000

Table 1: Basic Statistics of Dataset: Dataset Size

105

2.2 Answer Length106

For the data exploration part, we visualize the aver-107

age answer length of the human text and machine-108

generated text. Astonishingly, we find that the hu-109

man response is shorter than the machine-generated110

one shown in Fig. 1, which may be a potential issue111

in these datasets. However, it is very surprising that112

GPT-Wiki has less length than human text, which113

is different from others. It can be a breakthrough114

point in detection. Also, we notice that the prompt115

asks the ChatGPT to generate around 200 words.116

However, the text is on average shorter than 200,117

which indicates that GPT can’t well understand the118

number in the prompt.119

2.3 Sentence Length 120

In addition to answer length, we also explore distri- 121

bution of the average number of word in a sentence 122

for machine-generated text and human text. We 123

find that the human responses have shorter sen- 124

tences than the machine-generated ones shown in 125

Fig. 2. The reason could be machine-generated 126

texts tend to use more complex or compound sen- 127

tence structures than human texts, while human 128

tend to use simplified grammar to form short sen- 129

tences or split one long sentence into multiple short 130

sentences. However, in GPT-Wiki dataset this is 131

also not the case. The reason could be that human 132

use different styles of writing in Q&A and Wiki- 133

documenting. The expression for Q&A might be 134

more casual, but for Wiki-documenting, it might 135

be more formal and rigorous. 136

2.4 Word Frequency 137

In this part, we use the Brown Corpus by Francis 138

and Kucera (1979) as the corpus to evaluate the 139

word frequency to see how rare words will appear 140

in the ChatGPT-generated text accompanied by the 141

average length of words. From Fig. 3, we can find 142

that the distribution of human words and the dis- 143

tribution of ChatGPT answers are similar to each 144

other. However, ChatGPT is more likely to gen- 145

erate frequent words. It may be because the loss 146

function of GPT is to achieve the high likelihood of 147

the generated sentence which may value frequent 148

words. 149

2.5 POS Tagging 150

We use the Part-of-speech (POS) tagging embedded 151

in the Stanford stanza Python library by Qi et al. 152

(2020) to decode the sentence and find that the 153

distribution of machine-generated text and human 154

text are similar to each other which means that 155

ChatGPT has already learned the ability to mock 156

human text at the word level. 157

2.6 Dependency Parsing 158

For dependency parsing, we can observe the 159

clear difference between human text and machine- 160

generated text. It may be a good indicator of 161

machine-generated text. It may be because the ma- 162

chine emphasizes so much on some frequently-seen 163

sentence structures that it leads to some deviation. 164

2.7 Data Preprocess 165

MGTBench: as this dataset is published online, 166

we adopt the preprocessing function by He et al. 167
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(a) Answer Length for SQuAD1 (b) Answer Length for TruthfulQA
(c) Answer Length for NarrativeQA

(d) Answer Length for HC3 (sampled) (e) Answer Length for RetrieveQA
(sampled)

(f) Answer Length for GPT-Wiki

Figure 1: The Distribution of Answer Length on Different Datasets

(2023). We split 80% for training data and 20%168

in the development set. Since the dataset in MGT-169

Bench generated from SQuAD1, TruthfulQA, and170

NarrativeQA only contains around 1000 lines, they171

will serve as the benchmark to test the performance172

of our model against the baseline. We follow the173

almost same pre-process for HC3 and focus our174

attention only on the answers and extract human175

answers from the dataset to ensure that the num-176

ber of human text and machine-generated text is177

50-to-50. The sample from one of the benchmarks,178

NarrativeQA, is shown in Tbl. 2.179

HC3 Dataset: HC3 contains nearly 40K questions180

and their corresponding human/ChatGPT answers.181

Consider putting 80% of the data in the training182

set and 20% in the development set, we have more183

than 80k data for training, which can be consid-184

ered large enough for us to build our models. Also,185

the content inside the data set ranges from a wide186

variety of domains, including open-domain, finan-187

cial, medical, legal, and psychological areas, which188

can extensively decrease the bias brought by ex-189

perimenting on a certain knowledge domain. All190

datasets in HC3 are separate JSONL files with the191

same fields each line, and we convert them to CSV192

files before experiments. The dataset follows the193

same format as the MGTBench samples in Tbl. 2.194

For GPT-Wiki and RetrieveQA, we follow the195

same data preprocessing methods.196

3 Related Work 197

Some researchers have approached the problem 198

with supervised learning from scratch. Solaiman 199

et al. (2019) used a simple baseline model based 200

on the bag of words and TD-IDF vector that may 201

encounter the curse of dimensionality (Fagni et al., 202

2021). Gehrmann et al. (2019) applied statisti- 203

cal analysis with text visualization by assuming 204

a sampling distribution in LLMs. As one main 205

goal of the text generative models is to generate 206

convincing and on-topic text, the authors of the 207

GROVER model studied its ability to detect its 208

generated news article by fine-tuning itself (Zellers 209

et al., 2019) surpassing strong discriminators like 210

BERT. Solaiman et al. (2019) also experimented 211

with the fine-tuning of the RoBERTa language 212

model with nucleus sampling. However, Mitchell 213

et al. (2023) have pointed out that this kind of ap- 214

proach may lead to the over-fitting of their training 215

distribution of domains or source models. There- 216

fore, Mitchell et al. (2023) proposed a zero-shot 217

detector DetectGPT based on the assumption that 218

the perturbation of machine-generated text tends to 219

have a lower probability under the model than the 220

original text (Mitchell et al., 2023). Its approach 221

employs the features of the loss-like function. Ad- 222

ditionally, Kirchenbauer et al. (2023) explored wa- 223

termark to generate easily detected text, which is 224

not the scope of this project. Some existing issues 225

involve generalizability, interpretability, robustness, 226
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(a) Sentence Length for SQuAD1 (b) Sentence Length for TruthfulQA (c) Sentence Length for NarrativeQA

(d) Sentence Length for HC3 (sam-
pled)

(e) Sentence Length for RetrieveQA
(sampled) (f) Answer Length for GPT-Wiki

Figure 2: The Distribution of Sentence Length on Different Datasets

text label
Because she was actually married to Arthur Huntingdon. 0
Pozdnyshev was acquitted of murder because of his wife’s Drexl was killed by Clarence Worley. 1
He killed one of Almayer’s slaves and put his ring and ankle bracelet on the corpse to make it look like himself. 0
The disk used by Starman to understand English is the Voyager 2 space probe’s gold phonographic disk. 1
Mary Horowitz is a crossword puzzle writer for the Sacramento Herald, as mentioned in the given context. 1

Table 2: Sample Dataset after Preprocessing (0 for human-written text, 1 for machine-generated text)

and sentence-level accuracy (Jawahar et al., 2020;227

Guo et al., 2023). Recently, He et al. (2023) pub-228

lished a benchmark called MGTBench for evalu-229

ating machine-generated text detection with some230

baseline models including statistical analysis and231

transformer-based models. However, compared232

with the HC3 dataset, those datasets only include233

around 1000 machine-generated text, so they are234

small datasets.235

Innovation: Our project proposes to improve the236

performance of the discriminator model with sta-237

tistical learning that is comparable to BERT-based238

models and then implement data augmentation that239

previous ones seldom focus on like truncation, split-240

ting, and summarization.241

4 Methodology242

4.1 NLP Task Definition243

The Machine-Generated Text Detection task can be
defined as follows: given a paragraph of sentences
I = (s1, s2, ..., sn) as input, the model f is a map
from input to output O ∈ {0, 1}, which represents
whether the text is generated by large language
models, with maximum likelihood. In other words,

the model f is defined by

f : I = (s1, s2, ..., sn) → O ∈ {0, 1}

and

f = argmax Pr[O | (s1, s2, ..., sn)]

For data augmentation part, the set S =
{g1, g2, ..., gn} contains the data augmentation
methods g that

g : Imachine → I ′machine

where Imachine is the machine-generated dataset
and I ′machine is the dataset that contains the aug-
mented machine-generated text. If we use Sim to
represent similarity, I ′ has the following properties:

Sim(Ihuman, Imachine) < Sim(Ihuman, I
′
machine)

so that the discriminator trained in the first stage
may find it difficult to discriminate the text. For
the data augmentation methods, we intend to inves-
tigate the weight and attention to find some best
augmentation methods g

g = argmin Sim
(
Imachine, I

′
machine

)
4



(a) Frequent Words for SQuAD1 (b) Frequent Words for TruthfulQA
(c) Frequent Words for NarrativeQA

(d) Frequent Words for HC3 (sampled) (e) Frequent Words for RetrieveQA
(sampled)

(f) Frequent Words for GPT-Wiki

Figure 3: The Distribution of Word Appearance in Brown Corpus on Different Datasets

or

g = argmax Sim
(
Ihuman, I

′
machine

)
4.2 Classifiers244

We have trained several classification models to dis-245

criminate machine-generated text. Some of them246

have already reached extraordinary performance on247

the datasets. For the downstream tasks, we actively248

looked for possibilities to train a neural network to249

modify the text.250

4.2.1 Dummy Classifier251

We trained two dummy classifiers that either ran-252

domly or uniformly assign the class number to253

the corpus. The AUC value for these classifiers is254

served as the baseline of our model.255

4.2.2 TF-IDF Classifier256

In this setting, we train a logistic regression model257

with sklearn library. We first vectorize the text258

with TF-IDF, the product of two statistics, term fre-259

quency, and inverse document frequency. Consider-260

ing those infrequent words may affect the accuracy,261

we only keep those words appearing in at least ten262

documents. Logistic regression helps to turn the263

document vector representation into a probability264

to judge whether the document is generated by the265

machine. It turns out that the results is quite above266

our expectation. It is worth investigating further.267

4.2.3 Word2Vec & Attention Classifier 268

Considering the differences in wording between 269

machine-generated text and human text, the 270

Word2Vec approach might perform well in our 271

problem setting. We trained a Word2Vec model 272

to transform the words into embeddings and used a 273

multi-head attention classifier to discriminate the 274

texts. We also printed out heat maps of attention 275

heads to search for some potential wordings that 276

are universally paid attention to. We expected to 277

learn useful strategies for downstream tasks. 278

4.2.4 Bert-based Model 279

In this setting, we adopt the pre-trained Bert-based 280

model from Hugging Face called MiniLM in the up- 281

stream to extract embeddings and apply the classi- 282

fication model as the downstream task. We trained 283

the model based on the text only. As ChatGPT is a 284

generative pre-trained transformer, we’d like to see 285

whether a transformer-based model will be a good 286

discriminator than other kinds of models. 287

4.2.5 TF-IDF Classifier with Dependency 288

Parsing 289

In this setting, we use a logistic regression model 290

with sklearn library with the information about de- 291

pendency parsing of the text. We follow the same 292

method mentioned in section TF-IDF Classifier 293

where we use the TF-IDF to vectorize the text. 294
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(a) POS Tagging Distribution for
SQuAD1

(b) POS Tagging Distribution for
TruthfulQA

(c) POS Tagging Distribution for Nar-
rativeQA

(d) POS Tagging Distribution for HC3
(sampled)

(e) POS Tagging Distribution for Re-
trieveQA (sampled)

(f) POS Tagging Distribution for GPT-
Wiki (sampled)

Figure 4: The Distribution of POS Tagging on Different Datasets

4.3 Test the Generalization Ability295

Our classifiers mentioned above are all trained un-296

der Q&A tasks. It is doubtful whether the perfor-297

mance can still be high when it comes to classi-298

fying texts under other scenarios like terminology299

explanation.300

To identify the actual performance when gener-301

alizing the model, we trained a BERT-based model302

on the HC3 dataset and evaluate its performance303

on a sampled subset from the GPT-wiki data set.304

We expect the performance of the model to drop305

by a certain degree. And our further data augmen-306

tation procedures can be built on the purpose of307

minimizing this performance drop.308

5 Evaluation and Results309

5.1 Evaluation Methods310

Since there are two NLP-related tasks, we may311

set different criteria and baselines for them. For312

training the discriminator model,313

1. Evaluation Metric: the area under the re-314

ceiver operating characteristic (AUROC).315

2. Randomized Baseline: randomly assign the316

label based on the ratio of the machine-317

generated text in the data set. The AUC value318

for randomized baseline is 0.498.319

3. Baseline: use the logistic regression to the 320

word frequency matrix (perhaps after singular 321

value decomposition). The AUC value for the 322

linear regression baseline is 0.946. 323

For the downstream task, 324

1. Evaluation Metric: the area under the re- 325

ceiver operating characteristic (AUROC). 326

2. Randomized Baseline: Randomly con- 327

catenate human-like/subjective words like 328

"I think", and "hmmm" on the machine- 329

generated text shown in Tbl. 3 and results 330

are shown in Rand-HC3 column in Tbl. 5. 331

3. Baseline: as the machine-generated text tends 332

to be longer than the human text, we try to 333

truncate the answer within 100 characters and 334

results are shown in Trun-HC3 column in Tbl. 335

5. 336

5.2 Environment Setup 337

We split the dataset into 80% for training and 338

20% for testing and use AUC-ROC to evaluate 339

the machine-generated discriminator. For the data 340

augmentation part, we use the same metrics and 341

compare the results before and after augmentation. 342

We train the data with one GPU in the Great Lakes 343

server. 344
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(a) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for SQuAD1

(b) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for TruthfulQA

(c) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for NarrativeQA

(d) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for HC3 (sampled)

(e) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for RetrieveQA (sampled)

(f) Dependency Parsing Distribution
for GPT-Wiki (sampled)

Figure 5: The Distribution of Dependency Relationship on Different Datasets

Phrases for Data Augmentation Baseline
I find that
One can find that
Maybe you can find that
Hmmm, I think that
With my knowledge, I think that
Hope this helps:
From my experience, I believe that
As far as I know
It seems to me that
I’ve heard that
If I had to guess, I’d say that
I’d like to suggest that
In my opinion,
It’s possible that
I’m inclined to think that
After careful consideration, I’ve concluded that
Perhaps it’s worth considering that
I’ve noticed that
Based on my understanding,
It’s my belief that
If you ask me,
Personally, I feel that
In my humble opinion,
Emmm

Table 3: Phrases for Data Augmentation Baseline

5.3 Results and Discussion 345

Model: Tbl. 5 and Fig. 7 show the results of the 346

baseline model (Dummy Classifier and TF-IDF lo- 347

gistic regression) and the models we try (Word2Vec 348

and MiniLM). 349

The performance of the Word2Vec attention 350

model and the Bert-based model outperforms the 351

baseline models. However, we are surprised by the 352

excellent performance of the TF-IDF classifier. In 353

the baseline models, the TF-IDF logistic regression 354

model implemented with sklearn performs remark- 355

ably well, with a huge increase in AUROC from 0.5 356

to nearly 0.95 than the dummy classifier. Regard- 357

ing TF-IDF logistic regression model, according to 358

the feature weight in Fig. 6, we guess that since TF- 359

IDF is quite good at emphasizing the importance of 360

words by identifying unique and informative words 361

in a document, human-written texts tend to produce 362

similarly on spoken language, e.g. ’etc’, ’basically’, 363

’do’ and ’my’. In contrast, machine-generated texts 364

tend to use more neutral and non-absolute words, 365

e.g. ’can’, ’might’, ’may’. 366

Basic Augmentation: For the data augmentation 367

part shown in Fig. 7, we use four methods: (1) 368

concatenate human-like words; (2) truncate both 369
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Figure 6: Feature Weight for TF-IDF Logistic Regres-
sion Model on HC3

answers into the same length; (3) only truncate370

the machine-generated text into the similar length371

of human words; (4) split both human text and372

machine-generated text into three sentences. From373

the results, we can find that the human-like words374

may decrease the accuracy, but the method is not375

significant due to the length of machine-generated376

text (over 100 words on average). For the trunca-377

tion (Trun-HC3 and Same-HC3), the performance378

of the discriminator drops significantly.379

One of our guesses is that the shorter response of380

human-like text leads to a more "sparse" vector rep-381

resentation which may be the potential issue here.382

The shorter sentence provides less information on383

sentence structure to the model. For the Split-HC3,384

breaking the paragraphs into parts also leads to385

great reduction. It shows that the sentence-level386

prediction may be harder than the paragraph-level.387

Controlling the length of the response can well388

defeat most models in Tbl. 6.389

Other Augmentation: The interesting finding on390

truncation inspires us to dig a little further in other391

augmentation methods that shorten the machine- 392

generated text. We apply extractive summarization 393

to machine-generated text with two methods: (1) 394

sentence scoring with TF-IDF; (2) TextRank algo- 395

rithm, which evaluate and extract certain important 396

sentences from the text. In addition to limiting 397

the text length, we limit the sentences length since 398

machine-generated text tends to have longer sen- 399

tences with compound structures and more words, 400

which might also be one of the factors for discrimi- 401

nation. We apply sentence splitting with two meth- 402

ods: (1) pure grammatical approach; (2) fine-tuned 403

T5 model. Both of the methods are able to gener- 404

ate the split sentences with none or low change in 405

sentiment as shown in Tbl. 4. 406

However, the augmentation is not significant 407

enough for both extractive summarization and sen- 408

tence splitting, the performance of the discrimina- 409

tor only fluctuates around the truncation methods. 410

Our primary interpretation is that the change made 411

to the machine-generated text is not large enough to 412

make a different in both lexical and syntactic level. 413

As a result, we proceed to the ablation study with 414

the basic data augmentation method by truncation 415

(Trun-HC3 and Same-HC3) and split (Split-HC3). 416

5.4 Ablation Study 417

Model: In this research project, we propose a novel 418

approach to text classification utilizing a TF-IDF 419

logistic regression model in combination with de- 420

pendency parsing. To evaluate the efficacy of this 421

approach, we conduct an ablation study compar- 422

ing the impact of dependency parsing on logistic 423

regression performance. We test our approach on 424

several datasets, including SQuAD1, TruthfulQA, 425

NarrativeQA, sampled RetrieveQA, sampled GPT- 426

Wiki, and sampled HC3, and their variations. 427

For the RetrieveQA dataset, we employ human 428

responses and machine responses to 125 questions, 429

while for HC3, we validate our model by sam- 430

pling 10% of the original data, approximately 8,000 431

records. In contrast, for GPT-wiki, we utilize 5% 432

of the original data, around 15,000 records. We 433

present the study’s results in Tbl. 7, which demon- 434

strates that a larger discrepancy between human 435

and machine-generated text leads to a significant 436

improvement in the F1 score. 437

Remarkably, we find that in the SQuAD1, Truth- 438

fulQA, and NarrativeQA datasets, the logistic re- 439

gression approach performs comparably to the Bert- 440

based model. Additionally, we observe significant 441
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Method Original Sentence Split Sentences

Grammatical Approach My father, who is a President, is an honest man. 1. My father is an honest man.
2. My father is a president.

Fine-tuned T5 Model This movie is produced by Tidy, the company 1. This movie is produced by Tidy.
she co-founded with David, who is a director. 2. She co-founded it with David, who is a director.

Table 4: Sample Sentence Splitting with: (1) pure grammatical approach (2) Fine-tuned T5 Model

Classifier SQuAD1 TruthfulQA NarrativeQA HC3
Dummy Classifier 0.41 0.430 0.529 0.508

TF-IDF Logistic Regression 0.924 0.882 0.834 0.946
Word2Vec & Attention Classifier 0.883 0.866 0.778 0.958

Bert-based Model 0.986 1 0.971 0.996

Table 5: AUROC for Different Classifiers on HC3 and MGTBench as Baseline

improvements in smaller datasets where the differ-442

ence between human and machine-generated text443

in the dependency relationship is significant.444

Figure 7: Model Performance on HC3: randomized aug-
mentation (upper) and truncation augmentation (lower)

Robustness: The HC3 dataset was utilized for445

training the model, whereas the Wiki dataset was446

utilized for testing. The results revealed a decrease447

in the area under the curve (AUC) value, which448

dropped to 0.809. Further experimentation was449

carried out by employing a training dataset com-450

prising equal proportions of HC3 and Wiki data,451

with the remaining HC3 and Wiki data utilized as452

the development dataset. In addition, data from453

SQuAD1, TruthfulQA, and NarrativeQA were uti- 454

lized as the test dataset. The findings demonstrated 455

a noteworthy decrease in performance on the test 456

dataset shown in Tbl. 8 and Fig. 8. However, 457

dependency parsing helps balance TPR and FPR. 458

The findings of our study demonstrate that alter- 459

ations in the dataset distribution have a notable im- 460

pact on the performance of the statistical learning 461

model. Specifically, the performance score on the 462

test dataset is lower than that of the development 463

dataset, with the statistical learning model (logistic 464

regression combined with dependency parsing) be- 465

ing the most affected. Although our ablation study 466

highlights the potential benefits of statistical learn- 467

ing, these findings underscore the importance of a 468

well-designed dataset to ensure model robustness 469

beyond the ablation study. 470

In conclusion, these results suggest that careful 471

attention must be given to dataset design when de- 472

veloping statistical learning models for real-world 473

applications. 474

Figure 8: Transferability Test on Different Classifiers
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Classifier HC3 Rand-HC3 Trun-HC3 Same-HC3 Split-HC3
Dummy Classifier 0.508 0.501 0.504 0.498 0.499

TF-IDF Logistic Regression 0.946 0.932 0.627 0.915 0.908
Word2Vec & Attention Classifier 0.958 0.736 0.576 0.932 0.886

Bert-based Model 0.996 0.994 0.529 0.970 0.979

Table 6: AUROC for Different Classifiers on HC3 with Basic Augmentations

Dataset LR LR with SYN
SQuAD1 0.924 0.982

TruthfulQA 0.882 0.975
NarrativeQA 0.834 0.924

HC3 (sampled) 0.888 0.928
Same-HC3 (sampled) 0.855 0.877
Split-HC3 (sampled) 0.855 0.879

RetrieveQA (sampled) 0.694 0.863
GPT-Wiki (sampled) 0.898 0.901

Table 7: AUROC before and after considering depen-
dency parsing

Dataset Dev Test
TF-IDF LR 0.828 0.598

TF-IDF with Syn 0.854 0.589
Bert-based 0.960 0.721

Table 8: AUROC on development and test dataset

6 Conclusions475

In this project, we first analyze the statistical infor-476

mation of the dataset including answer length, sen-477

tence length, word frequency, POS tagging, and de-478

pendency parsing. We find that the answer length,479

sentence length, and dependency parsing may be480

the breakthrough, while the word frequency and481

POS tagging are not. It may be because those dis-482

tributions can be easily collected even naive Bayes,483

so they are low-level statistical information.484

Then, we implement a dummy classifier, TF-IDF485

classifier, Word2Vec, and the BERT-based model486

to predict the results where BERT models reach487

nearly 1 in the AUC score, which is astonishing488

to us. So, we propose a more explainable model489

which combines TF-IDF logistic regression with490

dependency parsing. It increases the performance491

and is comparable to BERT-based models in small492

datasets. Therefore, we go with the robustness test493

by proposed data augmentation including trunca-494

tion (Trun-HC3 and Same-HC3) and split (Split-495

HC3) where we find that all the models are most496

sensitive to the change in text length than other aug-497

mentation methods such as extractive summariza-498

tion and sentence splitting. The proposed model499

performs well in all the datasets shown in Tbl. 7.500

To further test it, we test the transferability of501

the model where we train on some datasets and502

test on other datasets. It shows that the change in 503

the statistical information influences our statistical 504

model most which is expected. So, if we can have 505

a well-designed dataset, it can be a good explain- 506

able model because it performs well on similar 507

datasets with great performance improvement in 508

small datasets. 509

For the future work, there are several directions 510

that can be further pursued. Firstly, we can explore 511

more advanced data augmentation techniques that 512

may improve the performance. For example, we 513

can investigate into the impact of changing writ- 514

ing styles on discriminator performance, which 515

would be under the topic of paraphrase generation. 516

Secondly, we can explore the interpretability of 517

the proposed model. Although some models have 518

achieved good performance, it is still important 519

to understand how they arrives at its predictions. 520

Therefore, we can investigate techniques such as 521

SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) or LIME 522

(Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations) 523

to provide more transparency and interpretability 524

to our model. Overall, there are many opportunities 525

for future work in this area, and we hope that our 526

research can provide some insights for further in- 527

vestigations into machine-generated text detection 528

more than ChatGPT. 529
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